Mitosis and mitotic wave propagation in the coenocytic alga, Vaucheria terrestris sensu Goetz.
Mitosis and cytoplasmic microtubule (MT) dynamics were observed for the first time in Vaucheria terrestris sensu Goetz. Mitosis could occasionally be seen in part of the cylindrical coenocytic cell. The frequency of encountering cells with dividing nuclei was highest (ca 12%) 4 h after the onset of light in 12 h light/12 h dark regimes; it decreased thereafter and approached zero during the dark period. From the anterior end of every interphase nucleus a unique, long MT bundle extended. Differential-interference optics reveals that there is a filamentous structure in front of the moving nucleus. In prophase, the interphase bundle disappeared and shorter MT bundles emanated from both ends of the nucleus. In metaphase, the cytoplasmic MTs completely disappeared, probably being recycled to spindles. Continuous MTs elongated in anaphase and developed into an interzonal spindle in telophase; this elongated up to as much as 10 microm. The daughter nuclei were pushed away from each other by the interzonal spindle. Mitosis started synchronously in a relatively narrow region, and the mitotic stage propagated as a mitotic wave to adjacent regions, most frequently from tip to base. The role of the mitotic wave in tip growth and morphogenesis of a coenocytic cell is discussed.